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About This Game

Discover the wonders of an uncharted island and help the natives restore their ravaged land to its former glory in Moai: Build
Your Dream! Overcome the fury of an active volcano, hordes of attacking ghosts and the threat of dwindling resources as you
guide the hero and a native princess on their quest. Coax the resources you need to survive and rebuild villages out of the earth.
Calculate the quickest way to accomplish your tasks in order to unlock dozens of brag-worthy achievements. And learn to use
powerful Moai statues to defend your workers as they perform the tasks you assign. There will never be a dull moment as you
enjoy the colorful graphics, life-life character animations, and dazzling comic book style story interludes in Moai: Build Your

Dream!

Comic book style cutscenes

Outstanding visual design

Addictive gameplay
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Title: MOAI: Build Your Dream
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Alawar Entertainment, Toyman Interactive
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Video 64 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 128 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Portuguese
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Haello it me potatis jami legend youtoober, anyho i really like this game its gripping never fails to amaze me with so much great
content and replayabilitee i gie this hgame a 10 now thats a 10/10. this is todays masterpiece
10/10 IGN
HL4 confirmed
because this is HL3. This is, my people. By far the worst game i've ever played. my god it was bad. Its just so dumb that this
game creator wants to be like Nelson Saxton, but bro if you read this. Give up, it is never gonna be good if you start with
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

To the people who are reading this: Dont play this game, its so god damn bad. Its a mix between: Rust, Unturned and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Roblox. Dont play it its boring and broken like hell. I played this game for not that long. got
mauled by a zombie on purpose because i wanted to see what happens when you die, I got launched in the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing air. When you run you INSTANTLY breath like a someone who just did a 50 km marathon.

Come on man try harder to make games because this game is absolutely terrifying, ripped off, looks like a japenese bootleg and
it is made way too quickly.

I do want to see this game when its better and not broken and look if its cool, but thats probably gonna take several years .

There is one thing i think is really funny. They have "premium\/waste of money". and you can report bugs. The only bug in this
game IS the game.

Well i hoped you liked my opinion about this game. I rate this game. Probably 1.7\/10 because i hope it gets better over time. I
consider this game not recommended, because its a ripoff of other games.. I used to play this game when I was like 4, revisiting
it now it is still very fun and addicting. I prefer to play it in short bursts but it is still just as fun as I remember.. I can't find the
Nep icons. Could somebody help me? (I'm on Laptop Windows 10). You are thrown into this game without any sort of tutorial
or tips, by accident I managed to find the help function three missions in. F1, in case anybody might need it. Dialogue doesn't
match voicovers, sounds like a very scripted amateur movie, lots of use of the word ♥♥♥♥.

The turn-based combat is fairly decent.

I have played far better games that cost much less. Do not waste $20.00 on this game. I was lucky and got this game as a gift
from a friend.
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This is, without a doubt, the most fun you can have while screaming the lyrics to a MIDI version of Starship's 'We Built This
City'.

10\/10, will be thinking about Lightmare in my sleep again.. Flat Path is a very simple puzzle game with intuitive controls. Of
course, just because it's simple doesn't mean it's easy; ever since I figured out how to solve regular sliding puzzles when I was a kid
(and impressing what few friends I had in the process), a small part of me has always been seeking a decent sliding-puzzle
challenge. Flat Path definitely qualifies as a sliding-puzzle challenge, and it does not disappoint.

The object of the game is simple; slide the pieces until a complete path is made from the colored node to the uncolored node(s). The
catch is that you only have a limited number of moves to do so, and from my experiences, it's always the exact number of moves
required. Fortunately, you get unlimited attempts and restarts on each level.

The soundtrack and sound effects have volume sliders in case you want to dampen or mute the sound of the clicking of the tiles or
the unintrusive BGM. A lot of times, puzzles are easier to solve if you're listening to your own music, or nothing at all, so that option
is available should you choose to use it.

In conclusion, Flat Path only has one thing to offer, but it offers it in spades; a vast plethora of sliding puzzles that get increasingly
difficult with each level. I would recommend it if you want a nice and low-priced puzzle game (or a timekilling casual game).. Dis
ish teh besh gayme ehvar. The concept is great, the art style and music is perfect, visually good for what it is, but... it falls flat after
an hour or so, at least for me. I became too frustrated with how picture-perfect you have to be. It stopped being fun and soon
became something I was forcing myself through to just complete the game so I can move on, but I eventually quit the game.

Maybe if the developers got some help from someone who has made a good game in this genre this could be a much, much better
game.
The art style and aesthetics are there, the soundtrack is very good. The thing that's missing is good and consistent gameplay, and not
to forget the controls; the controls are horrendous.

If this game was released 5-10 years ago it would be quite good and would probably be quite popular, but today it doesn't really
hold up to the rest of the games in this genre.
There's simply just better alternatives out there, I imagine anyone who enjoys this has exhausted all the other options in this genre, or
is a person who enjoys this genre very much while also being a very forgiving person.. nice story i enjoy reading it and i got all
achivments so we are so cool. I bought this game because I had it on iOS. I have not seen any explanation for negative reviews, so I
will put in my own input:

PROS:

Controller Support
Local Multiplayer
Unique Fighting Style

Cons:

Black Border around Map
Ambiguous Quit Option

Overall, just like the iOS one, I think this is a great game. It is witty, fast paced, and allows for up to 4 players for an all out brawl.
Unfortunately, it is distracting how levels are surrounded by a large black border, but I am testing this on a 3:2 ratio screen so it
may vary on a 16:9 screen, in whcih case I will update the review if it turns out to be different. I do think that automatic scaling of
levels would be in order though, and level editors would be nice too.

As there are very few games with local coop, and even fewer with controller support, this stands out as a great option for those
Steam-Machine Users, but it also supports 4 players on a single keyboard, albeit it is a little strange.

This gives you a Smash Bros feel but in a rather different manner, You may find that the pigeon is useful for beginners with its
homing ability, whereas other weapons like the knife are a very potent and accurate weapon. I am writing this reveiw based off of
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past experience with the game, and it does run at native 2160x1440 resolution at max graphics at 48-60fps on an i3-4010Y, which
is very impressive optimization. Of course, the graphics are simple but clean.

I highly recommend this game, but if you have hesitations about this game due to other reviews that are not written, check out the
iOS reviews and other game website reviews for this. I grabbed this at a 75% off sale making it a great value, the value at full price
is gonna be more dependent on whether you have freinds to play with, as this is a solely multiplayer game.
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